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Preface

The project CheckNano - Nano safety 
fast test combines university and 
business partners from Germany and 
Denmark to develop a prototype for a 
fast test for the identification of toxic 
Ag (silver) nanoparticles. 

Today, due to, e.g., their antibacterial 
properties, nanoparticles are used in 
many applications to improve products 
from the cosmetics and food industries 
to pharmaceuticals. However, nanopar-
ticles with sizes below a critical value of 
a few ten nanometres can penetrate cell 
barriers and thus lead to cell death. For 
secure use of nanoparticles, it is the-
refore important to have control over 
the size of the particles and to filter out 
nanoparticles that are too small. 

Preselection of the particles made by 
filtering and a subsequent exact optical 
sizing and fine filtration builds the basis 
of our proposed fast test. For the test 
development, we began by using silver 
nanoparticles as model particles since 

they are often used nanoparticles in 
consumer products. But since plastic 
nanoparticles are expected to be one of 
this decade’s important new environ- 
mental challenges, our test will even-
tually also be applicable for testing 
plastic nanoparticles.

Optical response of nanoparticles of different 
sizes in solution. The inserts show corre-
sponding ion microscopy images of trapped 
particles. 
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An important basic hypothesis of 
CheckNano is that the potential risk of 
silver nanoparticles critically depends 
on the size of the nanoparticle. In gene-
ral, all particles with characteristic sizes 
below 100 nm (0.1 micrometre) are 
called nanoparticles. However, pre-stu-
dies have shown that particles with sizes 
in the order of 100 nm are significantly 
less harmful than particles with sizes in 
the order of a few ten nm. 

Thus, the project focusses on de-
veloping a method to discriminate 
between very small and small nanopar-
ticles. Since the method should even-
tually lead to a sensor device, optical 
in-line detection methods are prioriti-
zed. In any typical medium (food, body 
liquids, cosmetic fluids), a variety of 
micron- and nano-sized particles are 
present. Prefiltration and enrichment 
steps are therefore necessary. In addi-
tion, the targeted nanoparticles might 
be changed in size and shape over time 
due to chemical interaction with the 

surrounding media - this can have a 
strong effect on the optical properties 
of the nanoparticles. 

The usefulness of the final sensing 
method depends on its integrability 
into a working sensing device: both the 
optical data uptake and the correspon-
ding analysis must be optimized. 

From nanoparticle filtering and capture to a viable sensor
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1. Filtration & enrichment 2. Optical detection 3. Nanoparticle sensor device

• Particle modification 
in live media

• Trapping & sorting • Optimized electronics

• Environmental media
• Pristine and shell-stabilized 

nanoparticles

• Capillary-assisted self- 
assembly in microstructures

• AI-based statistics of 
video data

• Motion-based size analysis

Ag nanoparticle Modified Ag nanoparticles Plastic nanoparticles
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The medium containing the nanopar-
ticles to be detected usually contains a 
variety of small particles that need to 
be separated. In CheckNano we have 
implemented two methods: 

• selection of particles within the 
medium by applying directed flow 
in a microfluidic lab-on-chip

• filtration through pore-sized filters 
in the submicron or nanometre 
range. The filtration is used for 
two different purposes, namely, to 
separate silver nanoparticles based 
on their sizes and to enrich them 
compared to other particles.  

By looking closer at the development 
of advanced nanofilters, they can be 
used to trap nanoparticles. These filters 
are fabricated by anodizing aluminium 
films to porous alumina. The walls of 
the resulting nanopores are functionali-
zed with thermoresponsive polymers to 
create thermoresponsive brushes. These 
brushes shrink above and expand below 

a critical solution temperature (LCST). 

Filtration

Schematic presentation of 
release and trapping of nano-
particles. 
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Hence, functionalization of nanopore 
walls with such thermoresponsive 
polymer brushes provides nanofilters 
that catch very small (and thus toxic) 
nanoparticles (when the polymer brus-
hes shrink) and keeps them inside the 
pores. Cooling down the filters results 
in polymer expansion and release of 
the nanoparticles. The integration of 
nanofilters with different pore sizes 
into multiplex structures then facilitates 
monitoring of a wide range of nanopar-
ticles.

Cross-section of an aluminium oxide 
trapping filter. The polymer layer is not 
visible.ΔT
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Nanoparticle modification in media

As mentioned, the properties of silver 
nanoparticles are altered by the chemi-
cal environment. The environment can 
induce degradation, aggregation or 
surface modification of the particles. 
This can alter the physical properties on 
which the envisioned detection is ba-
sed. It is thus important to understand 
which changes silver nanoparticles 
undergo if they are embedded, e.g., in 
food matrices.

As a positive side effect, in many cases 
the toxicity of the silver nanoparticles 
is reduced due to the chemical modifi-
cations. 

Within CheckNano, the influence of 
defined chemicals typically present in 
food on silver nanoparticles has been 
systematically investigated. In addition, 
modified nanoparticles have been gene-

rated to investigate how chemical altera-
tions influence the signals generated 
within different sensor technologies. 
In addition, the influence of chemical 
modifications on the penetration of 
silver nanoparticles in different filters 
was analysed. The use of model samples 
with individual standardized silver 
nanoparticles allows one to improve the 
detection schemes. 
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Typical setup of a micro-/nanofilter.

50nm Ag nanoparticles with a citrate shell, 
captured in a nanoporous filter.



Trapping and sorting

Modern microtechnologies allow 
efficient preparation of small caves in 
arbitrary surfaces, which then can be 
loaded with nanoparticles of appropri-
ate size via a liquid based method that 
uses evaporation processes and cap- 
illary forces (CAPA, capillary assisted 
particle assembly). 

Illustration of the CAPA method for filling surface caves with nanoparticles.

Darkfield microscopy images of sorted 
nanoparticles.

To produce an affordable sensing de-
vice, it is essential that caved surfaces as 
well as the arrays of transferred nano- 
particles can be multiplied by simple 
stamping methods. Following the filling 
of the cave arrays with nanoparticles, 
optical scattering results in characte-
ristic light patterns that allow one to 
identify the trapped particles.  
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Optical detection

Nanoparticles are very small (much 
smaller than the wavelength of visible 
light) and are not directly visible using 
traditional linear optical microscopy. 
While there are sophisticated non- 
optical methods for detecting and  
characterizing them, most of those 
require advanced research labs and 
advanced sample preparation. 
 
Instead of using optical microscopy, 
a more viable approach is to use light 
scattering methods - a technique that 
combines sensitivity and selectivity is 
enhanced Raman microscopy. Using 
model samples with individual, standar-

dized silver nanoparticles improves the 
detection schemes with the final goal 
of differentiation of nanoparticles in a 
variety of food samples.        

Alternative approaches include depola-
rized dynamic light scattering as well as 
video analysis of darkfield microscopy 
to analyse the size-dependent velocities 
of nanoparticles in liquids and thus to 
classify nanoparticle dimensions. Since 
these methods are not specific for silver 
nanoparticles, it is possible to detect 
also other kind of nanoparticles, e.g., 
nano- and microplastics. 

Light scattering in a cuvette with nanoparticles.

Darkfield microscopy: 100 nm diameter 
citrate-stabilized silver nanoparticles have 
been imaged in aqueous solution (upper). 
The particles move by Brownian motion 
which allows one to statistically video 
analyse the velocity vectors along the two 
preferred directions u and v (lower) and 
thus get information about the size of the 
particles. 
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Perfect light sources and optimized electronics: towards a sensor device

Essential components for the succes-
sful implementation of a nanoparticle 
sensor are an optimized optical imaging 
system and integrated electronics for 
fast data analysis. Within the project, 
two companies work on these tasks.

CCM Electronic Engineering

CCM develops complete test set-ups 
including electronics, software and a 
mechanical build. In the project, the 
company works, among others, on the 
fast statistical video analysis of particle 

motions captured in darkfield mi-
croscopy. 

Coherent LaserSystems

Coherent has developed a smart laser 
platform offering plug-and-play simpli-
city with over thirty wavelengths from 
the ultraviolet (UV) to the near-infra- 
red spectral range. In addition, the 
light is coupled to optical fibres, which 
allows easy integration into the sensor 
set-up.  The compact package includes 
integrated control electronics with 

analogue, digital and mixed modulation 
modes. Since the optical resonances of 
the investigated nanoparticles change 
with both size, shape and material, 
lasers of different wavelengths are im- 
portant for an efficient use of optical 
detection methods.

Left: darkfield image of Ag nanoparticles, auto-
matically captured via an appropriate algorithm to 
determine velocities and sizes below those resolvable 
with usual optical microscopy (CCM).  
Right: Compact laser source for optimized wavelength. 
(Coherent LaserSystems).
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A generic nanoparticle detection method

Silver nanoparticles without stabili- 
zing shells rapidly change size in most 
natural environments via either dis-
solution or agglomeration. This most 
probably limits the toxicity while at the 
same time making it very difficult to 
design an appropriate size sensor. 

On the other hand, nanoparticles made 
of other, less reactive materials are very 
stable and can have a high potential 
toxicity if they approach very small 
sizes. This is especially true for nano-
particles made of dielectric materials 
such as, for example, plastic materials. 

During the CheckNano project, advan-
ced optical scattering methods have 
been developed and used for nano-
particle detection. Optical scattering 
works for both metallic and non-me-
tallic (dielectric) particles and is thus 
suitable for a sensor detecting plastic 
nanoparticle contamination especially 
in liquids. 

A sample of coast soil (goethite) contaminated with 100 nm plastic nanoparticles. The ion microscopy images are taken with different 
magnifications. Image sizes 100 mm (left) to 1 mm (right).
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Network partners

Life Science Nord
Hamburg

microfluidic ChipShop
Jena

WT.SH - Wirtschaftsförderung und 
Technologietransfer Schleswig-Holstein GmbH
Kiel

NINa - Norddeutsche Inititative Nanotechnologie 
Kiel

Wöhlk Contactlinsen
Schönkirchen

Neplipp 
Sønderborg

Food & Bio Cluster Denmark
Aarhus

Bio People
Copenhagen

NEWTEC
Odense

CPH Nano
Copenhagen
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Related projects

Sizes in figures

page 1: FOV* (from left) 0.8 μm2, 1.1 μm2,
1.6 μm2, 2.7 μm2

page 3: FOV (from left) 0.6 μm2, 2 μm2, 0.6 μm2

page 4: FOV 1.6 μm x  1 μm
page 5: FOV 3.6 μm2

page 6: FOV 500 μm2

page 7: FOV 200 μm2

page 8: FOV 100 μm2

page 9: FOV (from left) 1 μm2, 2 μm2, 100 μm2

* Field of view, i.e. xy dimensions of the image.

Filtration & enrichment

The CAPA technology is used in the 
project NanoTrain in which sequential 
particle assembly can open up new pos-
sibilities for building nanoscale devices, 
e.g., fully controlled shuttle devices for 
targeted drug delivery.

3D printed microfluidic separation and 
enrichment protocols are applied in 
projects focused on the development of 
warter quality monitoring systems that 
can measure and analyse groundwater 
quality in real time.

Optical detection

CPH Nano has launched a cuvette 
system for the detection of low concen-
trated substances. The system is used 
in combination with standard spec-
troscopic devices commonly available 
in analytic laboratories. In cooperation 
with SDU, the suitability of the system 
for the detection of silver nanoparticles 

was tested.

DLS (dynamic light scattering) is used 
in projects in which nano-sized systems 
play a major role in improving the 
performance and quality of products. 
The field of application spans from life 
science to advanced materials analysis 
and electronics.

Others

CheckNano developed the educational 
nano exhibition that has been shown 
at the Science Center Phänomenta in 
Flensburg.
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How to collaborate with us

Project partners & their fields of research

University of Southern Denmark, Mads Clausen Institute – SDU NanoSYD 
Sønderborg, Denmark 
Leadpartner. Contact: Horst-Günter Rubahn, rubahn@mci.sdu.dk 
- Surfaces and microstructures, optical techniques, materials 

University of Southern Denmark, Mads Clausen Institute - SDU Nano Optics  
Odense, Denmark 
- Optical techniques, nano otpics 

Flensburg University of Applied Sciences - Energy and Biotechnology 
Flensburg, Germany 
- Food- & biotechnology 

University of Applied Sciences Kiel, Institute for Materials & Surface Technology 
Kiel, Germany 
- Materials & surface techniques 

Coherent LaserSystems GmbH & Co. KG 
Lübeck, Germany  
 - Lasers and laser systems 

CCM Electronic Engineering ApS 
Sønderborg, Denmark 
- Development of electronic devices including software

The results of the CheckNano 
project have been obtained by intense 
cooperation of university and industrial 
partners with competencies in their 
respective fields. All partners are very 
open to future collaborations. 

Cooperation with the university  
partners can involve student projects 
on different levels, joint research  
projects or consulting activities. 

Cooperation with the industrial  
partners also reaches from more fun-
damental research to very applied 
development projects. 

The most straightforward way of getting 
access to these competencies and to 
initiate future cooperation is to contact 
the leadpartner or consult the project 
homepage where contact information 
for all partners can be found.

checknano.eu

http://checknano.eu
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